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“I Don’t Know What I am 
Doing” Podcast 

 
The 1st period 8th Grade 
class started recording a 

podcast every Friday.  The 
point is to open up and talk 

about their future, goals, and 
future.  You can check it out 

here.  
I Don't Know What I am 

Doing 
 

 

Contact Mr. Davis 
There are a couple of ways to contact Mr. Davis. 

Email: scott.davis@westbranch.k12.oh.us 

Phone: (330)938-2183 Ext. 37355 
 
 

 

 

 

Welcome 
By Destiny Mutchler 

 
Hello, West Branch Students, and welcome to another newsletter. 

Only 3 months left in this school year and, depending on who you 

are, this may or may not be a good thing. A lot of us will miss our 

friends but some of us are just excited to get this year over with. 

Most CBI students aren’t ready to let go yet ever since we started 

working on our podcast. The podcast is an effective way to 

communicate our dreams and goals in life to our peers and, ever 

since we started last month, it’s been the thing we look forward to 

every Friday! Ask anyone in our class and you’ll realize that the thing 

they’ll miss most about this school year is CBI and it isn’t very hard 

to see why. 

 

 

Six Facts about Elephants!! 
By Alinee Bocconi 

 
1. There are 3 different types of elephants, African forest, 

African Savannah, and Asian.  

2. A baby elephant can stand for 20 minutes after its birth. 

3. Elephants are pregnant for 22 months which is the longest 

time a mammal is pregnant. 

4. Elephant trucks never stop growing.  

5. They spend 12-18 hours a day eating grass, plants, and fruit. 

6. Elephants are the biggest land animal. 

 

Successful 
By Katy Edwards 

 
How do you define ‘success’? Success is when you know you've 

made it. A positive outcome after hard effort and useful experience. 

When you've worked really hard to achieve the things you want in 

life. It provides a light of motivation for people to change their lives 

and values. 

 

https://media.rss.com/urthefuture/feed.xml
https://media.rss.com/urthefuture/feed.xml
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Jokes 

By Audrey Eaton 
 

If you are one of those people that like to be funny and tell jokes then here are 15 jokes that you should 

tell a friend. There are varieties of jokes I put here for you to use. Some of these may be dad jokes or 

just normal regular jokes but all of them are funny. So, go try these on a parent, friend, sibling, or 

teacher and see if you get them to laugh.  

 

 

1. Why do we tell actors to take a break? Because every play has a cast. 

2. Hear about the new restaurant called Karma? There’s no menu: You get what you deserve. 

3. Did you hear about the actor who fell through the floorboards? He was just going through a 

stage. 

4. Why don’t scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything. 

5. What does a nosy pepper do? Gets jalapeño business! 

6. "Why don't eggs tell jokes? They'd crack each other up." 

7. "When two vegans get in an argument, is it still called a beef?" 

8. "Did you hear about the kidnapping at school? It's okay, he woke up." 

9. "What do you call a fake noodle?" "An impasta." 

10. "Where do math teachers go on vacation?" "Times Square." 

11. "What do clouds wear?" "Thunder wear." 

12. "What do you call a hot dog on wheels?" "Fast food!" 

13. "Why can't a nose be 12 inches long? Because then it would be a foot." 

 

Dad Jokes 

By Katlynn Kiko 

 
Why do fathers take an extra pair of socks when they go golfing? 

Answer: In case they get a hole in one 
Why do people love mushrooms?  
 Answer: They are fungus  
Where do fruits go on vacation? 
  Answer: Pear-is! 
What do you call a poor Santa Claus? 

 Answer: St. Nickel-less 
Did you hear the rumor about butter? 

Answer:  Well, I'm not going to spread it 
Why can't a nose be 12 inches long?  

Answer: Because then it would be a foot. 
How do you make a tissue dance? 

Answer:  You put a little boogie in it. 
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The Computers History 
By Jadon Randlett 

 

The First Computer 
 

The first modern-day computer was made in 1996 but there is one item that is considered the first 
programmable computer was made in 1943 and the first thing considered a computer was made by 

Charles Babbage in 1822. 
 

The Transformation to Gaming Computers 
 

The first gaming computer was made in 1951 by John Makepeace Bennet. It wasn't until the early 
2000s and late 90s that people started playing modern-day games on computers like call of duty. We 
soon expanded the internet range and made the computers more efficient which allowed us to make 

nicer and nicer games. 
 

Computers Today 
  

Computers still play a large role in technological advancements and in work. They are starting to be 
used in school for almost everything and they helped the crypto market. The computer is still a large 

part of our everyday lives and can help us connect with people from around the world. 
 

The 208 Show 

The 7th period 8th grade class has created a new show!  It is called “The 208 Show”.  Each week they 

will talk about sports, movies, what is going on at West Branch, and they will preview a career. 

The students wanted an outlet to do something creative and fun.  There will be a new episode out 

each week.  Currently there are two episodes available.   

   

You can check out the show 

here! 

The 208 Show 

http://www.mrdaviscbi.com/the-208-show.html

